Photo 241. NW19-076, General site, rip rap section. View to the east

Photo 242. NW19-076, General site, View to the east

Photo 243. NW19-077, General site, rutting and standing water. View to the west

Photo 244. NW19-077, Data points, View to the north
Photo 245. NW19-077, Data points, View to the east

Photo 246. NW19-077, General site, View to the southwest

Photo 247. NW19-077, General site, View to the northwest

Photo 248. NW19-078, General site, View to the west
Photo 249. NW19-078, General site, View to the southwest

Photo 250. NW19-079, General site, View to the south

Photo 251. NW19-080, General site, View to the south

Photo 252. NW19-080, General site, View to the west
Photo 253. NW19-081, General site, View to the west

Photo 254. NW19-082, General site, View to the west

Photo 255. NW19-083, General site, View to the north

Photo 256. NW19-084, General site, View to the northwest
Photo 257. NW19-084, General site, View to the northwest

Photo 258. NW19-090, General site, View to the west

Photo 259. NW19-091, General site, ditch connection. View to the west

Photo 260. NW19-091, General site, View to the east
Photo 265. NW19-103, General site, View to the south

Photo 266. NW19-103, General site, View to the west

Photo 267. NW39, General site, View to the west

Photo 268. NW39, General site, standing water. View to the west
Photo 269. NW39, Data point, wetland

Photo 270. NW39, Data point, upland

Photo 271. NW39, General site, View to the north

Photo 272. NW39, Data points, View to the north
Photo 273.  SE01, General site, View to the north

Photo 274.  SE01 SE19-125, General site, View to the south

Photo 275.  SE19-024, General site, View to the south

Photo 276.  SE19-024, General site, View to the north
Photo 277. SE19-025, General site, View to the north

Photo 278. SE19-025, General site, View to the south

Photo 279. SE19-025, General site, soil. covered inlet

Photo 280. SE19-026, General site, View to the north
Photo 281. SE19-027, General site, View to the north

Photo 282. SE19-041, General site, drop inlet and rip rap

Photo 283. SE19-041, General site, View to the east

Photo 284. SE19-043, General site, View to the east
Photo 285. SE19-046, Data points, View to the east

Photo 286. SE19-046, General site, culverts

Photo 287. SE19-046, General site, View to the north

Photo 288. SE19-046, General site, View to the west
Photo 289. SE19-046, Data points, View to the north

Photo 290. SE19-047, General site, View to the west

Photo 291. SE19-048, Data points, View to the east

Photo 292. SE19-048, Data points, View to the south